TRANSITNET E-CUSTOMS TRANSIT AND GUARANTEE SERVICES
In 2006, SGS started to offer, initially to the Turkish logistics sector, an alternative transit guarantee service called TransitNet. TransitNet operates under the best Transit standard, i.e. EU-NCTS Common Transit, fully compliant with WCO Kyoto Convention. Today as you can see from the hereunder picture, TransitNet is currently Holder of Procedure (HoP) in 24 countries within the NCTS European Common Transit region (including Turkey, Macedonia and Serbia) as well as in neighboring countries like, Moldova and Belarus giving access to the complete Euro Asian Economic Union territory (EAEU). TransitNet offers “T1/T2/TR /BY services” from any point of departure of these 24 countries to any of the 34 current members of the NCTS Common Transit plus Moldova and 4 countries member of the EAEU (Belarus, Russia, Kazakhstan and Armenia).

TRANSITNET is a universal, multimodal e-customs transit guarantee service where SGS acts as HoP towards customs on behalf of its clients (transporters brokers, freight forwarders, etc), enabling our clients to create transit declarations and submit them to any of the customs systems where SGS is HoP and track them online. The TRANSITNET interface is a secure web based application https://transitnet.sgs.com connected to 24 different customs systems and port systems, for example AP+. We have more than 150 TransitNet dedicated experts providing support 24/7/365 to our clients. The web based system in conjunction with our dedicated domain expert supports the clients and drivers across the SGS network.

In short, TRANSITNET provides benefits in the following ways:

- Shifts exports and/or imports inland
- Covers national Transit and/or international Transit
- Operates within one country or a succession of countries
- Interfaces with any customs management system
- Is independent form any international convention, it operates under national rules
- Customs deals with one reliable experienced and national service provider present internationally
- Protects integrally the state budget with protection of bank guarantees
- Predictability and sustainability of the operations and service
- Multilingual web based and user friendly application also handlings fleet, traders, commodity, etc.
SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. SGS is recognized as the global benchmark for quality and integrity. With more than 94,000 employees, SGS operates a network of over 2,600 offices and laboratories around the world. More recently SGS started to offer Services for the Transport, Logistics and Brokerage Sector.

For more information, please contact us: transitnet@sgs.com or visit www.sgs.com/transitnet